To recognize the tender shoots for high-quality tea and to determine the picking points accurately and quickly, this paper proposes a method of recognizing the picking points of the tender tea shoots with the improved YOLO-v3 deep convolutional neural network algorithm. This method realizes the end-to-end target detection and the recognition of different postures of high-quality tea shoots, considering both efficiency and accuracy. At first, in order to predict the category and position of tender tea shoots, an image pyramid structure is used to obtain the characteristic map of tea shoots at different scales. The residual network block structure is added to the downsampling part, and the fully connected part is replaced by a 1 × 1 convolution operation at the end, ensuring accurate identification of the result and simplifying the network structure. The K-means method is used to cluster the dimension of the target box. Finally, the image data set of picking points for high-quality tea shoots is built. The accuracy of the trained model under the verification set is over 90%, which is much higher than the detection accuracy of the research methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Currently, the mechanized tea picking still stays at the low-level status, which cuts the tender tea shoots and old leaves at the same time. This cannot meet the picking requirements of high-quality tea. Although many researches about tender tea shoots recognition have been conducted, the effect and speed cannot meet the actual picking requirements. Furthermore, most studies are limited to indoor condition and laboratories, the recognition stability is poor that these operation cannot be applied to the tea garden. Therefore, the recognition of tender tea shoots is an urgent problem needed to be solved. Only by accurately recognizing the tender tea shoots and judging the picking points, can the automatic tea-picking be realized with appropriate mechanical equipment.
Convolutional neural network is also called deep neural network because of its many layers of internal The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yongtao Hao.
neurons [1] - [3] . Many convolutional neural network algorithms are used to solve the problem of target detection [4] - [11] . These algorithms are represented by R-CNN algorithm [12] , [13] and Yolo algorithm proposed by Redmon et al. [14] and Redmon and Farhadi [15] . Compared with the traditional target recognition algorithm, R-CNN algorithm greatly improves the accuracy, but the operation speed is slow. Although researchers have proposed Fast R-CNN and other improved algorithms [16] - [18] , the processing speed is still slow, until Joseph Redmond's Yolo algorithm makes the operation speed produce a qualitative leap. Then researchers proposed a variety of improved Yolo algorithms [19] - [23] .
With the continuous development of computer vision, computer vision has been widely used in the recognition of fruits and plants, etc [24] - [27] . Specific to the tea identification, computer vision has made great progress in the intelligent tea picking. Liu et al. [28] used the threshold segmentation method to separate the tender tea shoots from the old leaves and the background, assuming that the shoots tip is at the top, and the shape of the shoots is scanned line by line. Wang [29] extracted the color features and edge features of tea images, and used the region growing method to segment the tender tea shoots in the images. Wu et al. [30] first performed median filtering on the captured tea images to reduce noise, and then extracted the G and G-B components in the image, respectively, where the Oust method was used to find the optimal threshold for the tender tea shoots and background. Shao [31] used the rapid watershed algorithm to combine the color information to segment the tender tea shoots of tea images. Finally, the support vector machine was used to divide the segmented tender tea shoots images into one shoots with one leaf, one shoots with two leaves and one shoots with three leaves. Wang and Liu [32] used the segmented samples to train the deep learning model to identify the tender tea shoots. Based on the traditional threshold segmentation method, and combining with K clustering theory, Zhang and Lv [33] extracted the R-B component of the tea image RGB model and the B component of the LAB model for the extraction of the tender tea shoots image.
In the tea garden scene, the picking and identification of tea shoots suffers from problems of the high similarity in color and shape of old and young leaves, and the diversity of lighting conditions caused by the time of day and weather conditions. Although the aforementioned methods can separate the tender tea shoots from the old leaves, they cannot accurately identify the picking points of the shoots, and quickly transfer the coordinates of the picking points to the robot control system. Aiming to solve this problem, this paper proposes an improved Yolo-v3 algorithm for picking points of tender tea shoots.
In this study, We have made a picture data set of high-quality tea with well segmented foreground and background tea shoots. Based on the Yolo-v3 model, the image pyramid structure is first used to fuse different levels of tea shoots, and the tea shoots feature images of different scales are obtained for category and position prediction. Then the target box dimensions are clustered and the prior box is added. The number of anchor boxes enables the network model to learn more information about the edge of the tea shoots. Finally, during the training process, multi-size images are used for training, so that the model can adapt to different resolution pictures. Experiments show that the improved Yolo-v3 algorithm can improve the detection rate while ensuring the detection accuracy.
II. REQUIREMENTS FOR RECOGNITION
According to the filed photography of the tea garden, it is found that there are three situations for the camera installed on the picking manipulator, namely, face-up, side-view and look-down on the tea shoots. Only facing up to the shoots, the Yolo-v3 can quickly and accurately identify the position of the picking point. If the other two situations are identified, the manipulator should be controlled to deflect the corresponding angle. 
A. ANALYSIS ON THE IDENTIFICATION OF PICKING POINTS
According to the different product grade of tea and the process of stir-frying tea, the picking points of shoots can be divided into single shoot picking (A), one shoot with one leaf (B) and one shoot with two leaves (C), among which one shoot with two leaves picking is most widely used. The schematic diagram of the corresponding standard picking point is shown in Fig. 1 , which is about 3mm below the junction of the tender leaf and the stem. The picture is an ideal picking situation. In the actual situation, if the shooting angle is not suitable, the shoots will be covered and overlapped, and the picking point cannot be determined. In addition, the posture of tea shoots is various, which is not easy to identify. Focus on the above problems, this paper utilizes the deep convolution neural network to identify the shoot picking points, and obtains the specific picking position coordinates. For the case of leaf occlusion overlap, the network will learn to distinguish in the training process, and classify the occlusion situation, and in addition, control the manipulator to carry out the subsequent corresponding operations.
B. SELECTION OF IDENTIFICATION SCHEME FOR PICKING SHOOTS
When the picking robot works, the control system needs to get the position of the picking points, which requires the identification system to transfer the coordinates of the picking points. The idea is to identify the more characteristic position in the shoots and improve the recognition accuracy. In addition, according to the actual situation, the system is mainly to identify two kinds of shoots, one shoot with one leaf and one shoot with two leaves. There are two ways of identification.
1) IDENTIFY THE JUNCTION BETWEEN TENDER LEAF AND STEM
From Fig. 1 , it can be seen that most of the positions where the leaf and stem are connected belong to the area where the shoot and the background coexist, and the green of shoot has a gradual change, which can be used as the basis of recognition. After the recognition, the picking point is calculated according to the recognition position. Since the tea stem is long and thin, it is easy to detect. Therefore, the tea stem is detected in the tea shoot image. The position extending a fixed length from the center of the recognition frame to the direction of the stem is defined as the picking point. As shown in Fig. 2(a) , the box is the connection of the leaf and the stem recognized by the network, and the root of the arrow is the picking point position.
2) IDENTIFY THE WHOLE PICKING SHOOT
The identification of the whole shoot is mainly based on the number of leaves in the image. It is easy to identify the number of leaves in the image based on neural network, and it does not need to consider the change of the subtle color of buds, so the recognition accuracy will be higher. The contact position between the tea stem and the identification box is found by detecting the tea stem, and it is set as the picking point position, see Fig. 2 (b). The box represents the whole shoot recognized by the neural network. The root of the arrow is the intersection of the tea stem and the box, which is defined as the shoot picking point.
Comparing the two methods, we can see that the first method has obvious recognition features, but this feature is the same for the recognition of one shoot with one leaf, one shoot with two leaves, so the convolution network can identify the junction but cannot determine which leaf it belongs to. While in the second method, the convolution network only needs to calculate the number of leaves in the box, so the recognition is easier. The determination of subsequent picking points is also simpler than the former, so the latter is finally selected.
3) THE PRINCIPLE OF THE IMPROVED YOLO-V3
The method of multi-scale fusion is used in the prediction of targets by Yolo-v3 deep convolution neural network. A fusion method similar to feature pyramid networks (FPN) is used to predict the location and category of features on multiple scales to improve the accuracy. Use dimension clusters as a prior box to predict the bounding box. K-means [18] method is used to cluster the target frames in the data set, and 9 priori boxes of different sizes are divided into multiple scale feature maps. The larger scale feature maps use smaller priori boxes. This method makes the number of priori boxes finally obtained is more than that of Yolo-v2, and the feature extraction effect is better. In the category prediction, Yolo-v3 does not use Softmax to classify each box, but uses multiple independent logical classifiers. In the training process, binary cross entropy loss is used to predict the category.
C. FEATURE EXTRACTION NETWORK
Compared with the function of the Darknet-19 network in Yolo-v2, Yolo-v3 uses the residual block structure of the residual network to extract features. Residual learning means that each subsequent layer in a deep neural network is only responsible for fine tuning the output from a previous layer by just adding a learned ''residual'' to the input. This differs from a more traditional approach that each layer had to generate the whole desired output. It uses the continuous 3 × 3 and 1 × 1 volume accumulation layers and expands to 53 layers, including 53 volume accumulation layers and 5 maximum pooling layers. In order to prevent the occurrence of over fitting, the batch normalization operation is added after each volume accumulation layer under the condition of meeting the speed requirements of real-time detection, the detection accuracy of this network is much higher than that of Darknet-19 network, and the detection effect is better than Resnet-101 and Resnet-152. Yolo-v3 has a good effect on the recognition of small objects, especially for the recognition of the characteristic position of tea shoots. Resnet-101 and Resnet-152 can't make a good recognition of the picking position of small shoots. Specifically, Resnet-101 and Resnet-152 can't give the bounding box including the picking point correctly.
D. IMPROVED METHOD
Firstly, based on the image pyramid structure, the improved YOLO-v3 model is used to fuse the feature maps of different levels. Three groups of predicted feature maps are obtained, where the position and category are predicted on. Secondly, K-means algorithm is used to determine the prior box dimension in the self-made data set of tea shoots picking point. The prior box dimension parameters are distributed to three different scales. For the specific task of identifying the tender shoots picking points, it is necessary to cluster the specific data set to get the corresponding cluster center. Finally, since the full connection layer is removed from the Yolo-v3 model, the input size can be changed during the training process, so that the trained model can adapt to the input images of different scales, in which the input image is the self-made data set of tender shoots picking point.
E. MULTISCALE FEATURE DETECTION BASED ON IMAGE PYRAMID
When using convolution neural network to identify the target, it is found that for the features extracted from the convolution layers, the features of low level have rich location and detail information, and the features of high level have rich semantic information. From low level to high level, the location and detail information is reduced, and the semantic information is increased. For prediction location, more low-level features are needed, while for prediction category, more high-level information is needed. Therefore, considering the principle of image pyramid, this paper adds up sampling to the network to fuse the features of low level and high level, so as to achieve the purpose of predicting the location and category of tea shoots picking points at the same time.
The feature pyramid on the right side in Fig. 3 is generated by the feature pyramid on the left side. The whole process is as follows. First, the input image is deeply convoluted, then the features above B are convoluted, and the features in D are upsampled to have the same size. Then the convolution sum is performed on the processed B and D, and the results are input into the E layer. In the same way, feature fusion is carried out among multiple layers to get multiple sets of feature maps for prediction. Based on this method, the processed low-level features and high-level features are accumulated. The purpose of doing this is that the low-level features can provide more accurate location information, and many times of down sampling and up sampling operations make the location information of the deep-seated network produce errors, so it is used together to build a deeper feature pyramid and integrate the multi-level feature information. The prediction is made on different characteristic maps.
Based on the aforementioned idea about image pyramid feature fusion, the improved YOLO-v3 network method is proposed. The upper layer features and the lower layer features are merged by upsampling, and three sets of feature maps with different scales are obtained. The three sets of feature maps with different scales are used for prediction.
III. MODEL BUILDING AND TRAINING
The training process of the shoot identification network is shown in Fig. 4 . To increase the number of images, the images that have been segmented out of the foreground need to be mirrored and rotated. The training samples are labeled manually, using the boundary box labeling and the category labeling method. The improved Yolo-v3 network is used as the training model, multi-scale training strategy is adopted, and the boundary box and foreground area information of training data set are used for training.
A. CONSTRUCTION OF NETWORK STRCTURE 1) THE PRINCIPLE OF NETWORK
The specific network structure of the shoot recognition model is shown in Fig. 5 . The left side is the downsampling part of the model, which is called Darknet-53. The whole part includes 53 convolution operations. There are 5 downsampling operations in total, each sampling step is 2. The downsampling operation reduces the image to one quarter of the In order to better retain the image information, the residual block structure in the residual network is added in the downsampling process. The structure is shown in the dotted box above, which can avoid the network structure to be too deep under the premise of ensuring accurate results. Darknet-53 uses convolution operation instead of the original maximum pooling operation to ensure that the image details are not lost. At the same time, the last full connection part is replaced by 1 × 1 convolution operation, which can achieve the same effect but greatly reduce the running time.
The right side of Fig. 5 is the feature map of three scales, 13 × 13, 26 × 26 and 52 × 52, upsampled from the bottom. Taking the feature map of 13 × 13 as an example, the input image is divided into 13 × 13 or 169 copies. Each point in the feature map is the prediction result of the corresponding region of the original image.
Another two scale feature map can be obtained by upsampling the downsampled results and merging with the original corresponding layer. The more intensive the scale division, the smaller objects can be detected by the network, which can ensure more accurate target positioning. Finally, three scale feature map outputs the prediction box with the highest Intersection over Union (IOU) value after non maximum suppression of the detected object. IOU evaluates the performance of the model by calculating the overlap ratio between the predicted bounding box and the true bounding box as follows.
where S 1 is the area of intersection of the predicted bounding box and the true bounding box, S 2 is the area of the union of the two bounding boxes. The details of the specific improvements are as follows. Firstly, the feature pyramid of image is obtained by Darknet-53, and a set of Yolo layers to be processed are obtained by continuous convolution operation of Conv53 layer. Then, a group of convolution operations are carried out to get the small scale Yolo layer. At the same time, the layer is upsampled, making convolution sum with Conv45 layer in Darknet-53. In the same way, continuous convolution operation is used to get the second set of the successive Yolo layer, and then a set of convolution operation is carried out to get the mesoscale Yolo layer. Meanwhile, the layer is upsampled, making convolution sum with Conv29 layer in Darknet-53, and the same continuous convolution operation is used to get the third set of the successive Yolo layer, and then a set of convolution operation is carried out to get the large-scale Yolo layer. Finally, after the above operations, three groups of Yolo feature layers with different scales are obtained, and these three groups of feature layers are used to predict the location and category.
2) ELEMENTS OF NETWORK OUTPUT
The recognition of tea shoots picking points requires not only the prediction of categories but also the location of targets. The location can be determined by the coordinates of the upper left corner and the lower right corner of the rectangular box. There are four elements in the coordinates of the two points and four categories in the identification of tea shoots. One shoot with one leaf is marked with ''One'', one shoot with two leaves is marked with ''Two'', obstructed shoot shot by the camera on the side of tea is marked with ''Side'' and the tea-stem free buds shot by the camera on the top of tea is marked with ''Top''. In order to ensure the accuracy of the prediction box, it is necessary to calculate the confidence scores, which is used to measure the probability that the prediction box containing the tea shoots and the IOU value between the prediction box and the manual annotation. A group of output results contains nine elements, including four location elements, four category elements and one confidence element. The Confidence is defined as follows:
Noting that when the target is in the grid, p r (Object) = 1 and 0 otherwise.
3) THE DESIGN OF THE ANCHOR BOXES
In the process of recognition, the ''Side'' and the ''Top'' do not appear together, but the ''One'' and the ''Two'' often appear together. As shown in Fig. 6 , the target box of ''One'' overlaps the target frame of ''Two''. In order to recognize both of them in the detection process, the target box style of each category can be set, that is, the size of anchor boxes can be defined. Most of the target boxes of ''One'' and ''Two'' are rectangles with a larger aspect ratio, while the target box of ''One'' and ''Two'' tend to be square. In the network, the K-mean clustering algorithm is used to cluster the target boxes in the annotation file, and nine anchor boxes are obtained, which are (161,246), (271,345), (311,534), (457,400), (461,664), (607,899), (660,524), (897,802) and (1209,1306). Nine anchor boxes are randomly and evenly assigned to three feature maps of different scales. Each anchor box corresponds to a group of outputs when the results are output, so the final output dimension is 3 × 9 = 27. 
B. TRAINING OF NETWORK MODEL 1) EXPERIMENT PLATFORM
In this paper, all the training and testing of the recognition model are written by Python, the Tensorflow-GPU version is installed by Anaconda 3 platform, the Keras library is called, the program is written by Pycharm software and run under Windows 10 system.
2) COLLECTION OF HIGH-QUALITY TEA PICTURES
More than 5000 images were collected in several tea gardens in Laoshan District, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, China. As shown in Fig. 7 , in case (a) where the camera is facing the shoot, the junction of stem and shoot is clearly visible, and the picking position is easy to determine. In case (b), the camera is on the side of the shoot, and the shoot overlap with the tea stem. The junction of stem and shoot is invisible, and the picking point cannot be recognized. In case (c), the camera shoots the shoot in a bird' eye view, the shoot tip and the leaves are mostly visible, the tea stem are completely obscured, and the picking points cannot be recognized. All of the above three cases of tea images will appear. For the shoot in side view and top view state, the camera can be controlled to rotate to a certain angle and then take a positive view of the shoots to complete the identification of the picking points.
3) PREPROCESSING OF IMAGE DATA SET
Two methods are used to segment all the images, one is manual segmentation, the other one is the improved PSO-SVM algorithm. There are two reasons for this. One is to compare with the effect of complete artificial classification of tea shoots in the recognition experiment, and the other is to increase the number of different types of image samples. In SVM algorithm, the determination and optimization of penalty factor c and kernel function parameter g has a great influence on the final image segmentation results. Therefore, PSO algorithm is used to optimize the parameters of c and g in SVM to get the best image segmentation results. As shown in Fig. 8, Fig. 8(a) is the original image of the shoot, Fig. 8(b) is the manually segmented image of shoot, and Fig. 8(c) is the image of shoot segmented by the improved PSO-SVM algorithm. Comparing the two images, we can see that there are some flaws in the algorithm segmented shoot, which is shown in the figure as the elongated cavities caused by over segmentation in the leaves. The defects in other segmented images and the impurities caused by insufficient segmentation are fused with the shoots. However, the final identification of the tea shoots picking points is still to be carried out in the images segmented by the algorithm, so the tea shoot sample segmented by the algorithm is adopted to build the tea shoots picking points data set.
In the case of small training set and lack of samples, the overfitting problem with high accuracy in training set and low accuracy in test set often occurs. Because of the complexity of the determination of the shoot picking point, a large number of samples are needed. In order to avoid the occurrence of overfitting, it is necessary to enhance the original shoot sample data set. As shown in Fig. 11 , the number of samples is mainly increased by mirroring, rotating, scaling and changing the background of all shoot image samples. After manual and algorithmic segmentation of the tea image, data enhancement operation is carried out, and the final number of samples of shoot image is 40,000, which are trained, cross verified and tested respectively according to the ratio of 9:0.5:0.5. At the same time, 70% of the samples in the cross validation set and the test set are segmented by the algorithm, which can achieve a more real and effective training effect.
After making the samples of tea image, we need to use a software named Labeling to mark the tender shoot in the image. As shown in Fig. 9 , there are four types of shoot targets, namely, ''One'', ''Two'', ''Side'' and ''Top''. It is of great importance to identify the picking position on the tea stem. Although the overall IOU of shoots is not the most important factor, the frame selection of shoots in the labeling process is still to try to ensure the integrity of the tender shoots and improve the accuracy of neural network training. The annotation information of tea image will be saved in the form of XML file, including image name, storage path, resolution, category of annotation box and coordinates of annotation box.
4) TESTING AND EVALUATION OF NETWORK MODEL
Loss function is used to estimate the inconsistency between the predicted value and the real value. It is a non negative real-valued function. The smaller the loss function, the better the robustness of the model. The shoot image samples of different scale are read into the picking point recognition model. In the training process, the batch size is set to 2, which can ensure the normal operation of the computer and reduce the training time. After 50 hours of training, the recognition model that meets the recognition requirements is obtained. Fig. 10 shows loss changes with each complete iteration. As the number of iterations increases, the loss function of the model decreases. In the early stage of model training, the loss function is as high as 4,000. After 10,000 times of training, the loss function quickly drops to 20. The decline curve in the early stage has little effect on the training completion of the analysis model, which is not shown in the figure. It can be seen that it is difficult to continue to reduce the loss value after it reaches 12. When the loss value drops below 9, the curve is almost flat, and the model has been trained well. It means that we can use this model for identification.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

A. IMAGE OF RECOGNITION RESULTS
The trained model is used to identify the image of tea shoot, and the recognition time for each picture is kept at 4s, The recognition results are shown in Fig. 12 . The manually segmented image of tea shoots are shown in Fig. 12(a)-(c) . Results show that the determination of the types of shoot and the box selection of the target position are basically correct, but the box selection of ''One'' and ''Two'' is wrong, and the tea stem is framed at the bottom of the third leaf in Fig. 12(c) . In this case, the shoots extracted are one shoot with three leaves. In Fig. 12(d )-(f), the final recognition effect of the tea shoot image segmented by the algorithm meets the requirements of picking. In Fig. 12(d) , there is over-segmentation at the tea stem, so the final position of the identified tea stem is not very accurate, but it is caused by incomplete image preprocessing. In Fig. 12 (g)-(h), there are multiple tea shoots in an image. From the test results, it can be seen that when the number of tea shoots in an image is not unique, the model can also identify and locate the shape of each shoot well. Fig. 12 shows the recognition results, it can be seen that the model has the recognition ability for the shoot image with better shooting angle, and the position of the shoot prediction box is also relatively accurate. The prediction boxes of the eight maps all appear the problem that the range of the box is too large or the leaves are cut, which is also the reason that the prediction confidence is not high. However, the ultimate purpose of the experiment is to find the shoot picking point, and to determine the correct position of the stem in the prediction box. The above-mentioned bounding boxes all contain the position of the picking point accurately and the size of prediction box will not affect the final picking results, so the confidence is not the strict criterion of this experiment.
In order to better evaluate the performance of the model, the model is used to recognize the tea pictures in the test set. The related indicators for evaluating the effectiveness of the neural network models include three aspects: precision, recall and F-measure.
For the problem of tea bud recognition, the output samples can be divided into the three types: true positive (TP) which refers to the number of correctly identified samples, false positive (FP) which refers to the number of samples with wrong identification, true negative (TN ) which refers to the number of unrecognized samples. Precision (P) and recall (R) 181006 VOLUME 7, 2019 H. Yang et al.: Tender Tea Shoots Recognition and Positioning for Picking Robot Using Improved YOLO-V3 Model are defined as follows:
Noting that when there is a large gap between Precision(P) and recall(R), F-measure is required to comprehensively consider these two parameters:
The loss function in YOLO is defined as follows:
Error cls =
where λ coord is the weight of the coordinate error, S 2 is the number of grids in the input image, and B is the number of bounding boxes generated by each grid. Referring to the original parameters in the Yolo-v3 model, λ coord = 5, S = 7, and B = 9 were selected in this study. 1 obj ij = 1 denotes that the object falls into the bounding box in grid i, otherwise 1 obj ij = 0. (x i ,ŷ i ,ŵ i ,ĥ i ) are values of the center coordinate, height, and width of the predicted bounding box. (x i , y i , w i , h i ) are true values. The parameter λ noobj is the weight of the IOU error. Referring to the original parameters of the Yolo-v3 model, λ noobj = 0.5 was selected in this study.Ĉ i is the predicted confidence, C i is the true confidence. The parameter c refers to the class to which the detected target belongs. p i (c) refers to the true probability that the object belonging to class c is in grid i.p i (c) is the predicted value. The Error cls for grid i is the sum of classification errors for all the objects in the grid. TABLE 1 shows the test results of four types of shoots excepting the ''Side'' shoots, we can see that the F-measure of the other three types of shoots is more than 90%, and the difference is not big. The false positive number of the ''side'' shoot is low, but the number of unrecognized samples is almost the same as the number of correctly recognized samples, which results in a high precision (P) of the ''Side'' shoots, but a very low recall rate. This situation is mainly due to the fact that a small part of the exposed bud tip is often included in the side shooting of tea, which leads to the misidentification of ''Side'' shoots as ''One'' and ''Two''. After the remake of the image dataset, F-measure is greatly improved by adding a part of image samples with exposed tip to the ''Side'' shoots as shown in TABLE 2. TABLE 3 shows the results of using the manual segmented samples (A) and the algorithm-segmented samples (B) to identify under equal conditions. It can be seen that there is not much difference between the accuracy of the two identifications. In order to show that the neural network model has a good performance in tea recognition, four commonly used algorithms are used for tea image recognition experiments with light conditions as control variables, and the results are compared, as shown in TABLE 4. Through the check experiment, we can see that the F-measure of the picking point recognition model is more than 90% under normal picking conditions, which meets the requirements of High-quality tea picking. It is proved that this algorithm can be used to identify the picking points of High-quality tea.
C. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT EXPERIMENTS
V. COORDINATE OF THE TEA PICKING POINT
The neural network model not only outputs the shoot type of the image, but also outputs the coordinate of the upper left corner and the lower right corner of the prediction box, as shown in Fig. 12 . The output coordinate values are: One: (174,27) and (366,253), Two: (17, 24) and (394,327), respectively. Using these coordinate values, it is very convenient to cut the image of the target area, so that the next step is to get the accurate shoot picking point. The cutting image is used to get the picking points. The idea is to extract the skeleton information of tea shoots and find the location of tea stems. According to the growth characteristics of tea shoots and shooting angle of camera, it can be seen that tea shoot and tea stem are located at the bottom of the image, which may be left or right. However, as long as finding the smallest circumscribed rectangle of the shoots and scaning the skeleton point at the bottom of the rectangle, we can determine it as the shoot picking point. Since some other leaf pixels may be included in the cutting process, it is necessary to find the largest connected area in the image and remove other leaves before extracting the shoot skeleton, which is also an important step to ensure the accuracy of the calculation of shoot picking point.
The specific process of calculating picking point is shown in Fig. 13 . The binary processing is carried out for the clipped image, and the pixel points in the discrete area of the binary image are counted, only the area with the largest number of pixel points is reserved, so as to get the maximum connected area of the shoot. The central skeleton of the shoot image is obtained by cyclic corrosion of the largest connected region. Calculating the minimum circumscribed rectangle of the central skeleton, finding the lowest point of the skeleton according to the boundary information of the rectangle, and relying on the minimum circumscribed rectangle can effectively prevent the interference of oblique growth of shoots on the judgment of picking points.
After a series of processing, the coordinates of the picking points are: the coordinates of the picking points of ''One'' is (185,249) and ''Two'' is (132, 324) . The determination of the picking points in the original drawing is shown in Fig. 14. 
VI. CONCLUSION
According to the requirements of High-quality tea shoots picking, the appropriate recognition method is determined and the improved Yolo-v3 is proposed. Images dataset with large number of tea images is built for model training. Experimental results show that the model has high detection precision and stronger robustness to shoots with different posture and occlusion. The results are concluded as follows:
• According to the principle of image pyramid structure, Yolo-v3 model is improved to obtain the characteristic map of different scales of tea shoots, so that the model can recognize the types and positions of shoots better.
• Four kinds of network models are used to do comparative experiments, the recognition precision is more than 90%. which verifies the superior performance of the improved Yolo-v3 model for the High-quality tea picking.
• The picking points of the identified tea shoots are calculated. The skeleton is extracted from the image of the buds in the prediction frame, and the lowest point of the skeleton is found to determine the position of the picking points. The experiment shows that the method is feasible, which can accurately locate the picking points and solve the two-dimensional coordinates. 
